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Theoretical Motivation

• Internet is comprised of separate administrative domains known as 
AS. Interdomain Routing occurs among different ASes.

• Each AS has its own economic incentive for routing behaviors.
• ASes do not behave simply as compliant or Byzantine Adversaries, 

they behave strategically to maximizes their returns and minimizes 
their costs. 
- They can do so by lying about the actual information they hold.

• Using game theory to design a mechanism that ensures every router 
behaves in certain way that optimizes overall network performance.



Mechanism Design

• n agents, i ∈ {1, ... n};

• Each agent has some private information, ti, called type.
• Output specification: mapping each type vector 

t = (t1, ... tn), to a set of allowed outputs.
intuitively, output specification tells what a good planner would do if it has access to all private 
informations.

• Valuation Function: assigning, for a single agent i, a score for an output given the agent’s 
private information, i.e, vi(ti, o).

• Mechanism: Define, 
1) for each agent, a set of strategies Ai;
2) each agent plays a strategy ai ∈ Ai;
3) for an input vector: (a1, ..., an), the mechanism outputs two things
      1. a single output, o = o(a1, ... an)
      2. payment vector, p = (p1, ... pn), where pi is a payment function = pi(a1, ... an);



Mechanism Design 
(Continues)
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Mechanism Design 
(Continues)

• Agent’s Utility: τk = vi(ti, o) + pi;
- Represents the overall rewards to the agent.
- Agent K’s only goal is to maximize this utility.

• Strategyproof Mechanism: Mechanism where types are part of the 
strategy space Ai, each agent maximizes his utility by giving his type 
ti as input. 
vi(ti, o(a−i, ti)) + pi(a−i, ti) ≥ vi(ti, o(a−i, ai)) + pi(a−i, ai))
where, a-i means (a1,... ai-1, ai+1,... an)

• The mechanism wants each agent to report his private type truthfully, 
and pay agents in order to provide incentives for them to do so.



VCG Family Mechanism

• Consider an example: Vickrey’s Second Price Auction
• Single Item is for sale on ebay among n buyers, with each buyer having a 

scalar value wi that he is willing to pay (i.e, it’s private information). Each 
people is bidding independently. 

• Assume the price of final sale to be p. 
• Utility in this case is 
τi = wi - p (if i wins the item)
   = 0         (someone else wins)

• A natural social choice is to give the item to the player who values it the most.
• Second Price Auction: Player with highest prices wins, but pays 2nd-highest 

price.



VCG Family Mechanism 
(continues)

• Example:
Player A bids $10; (cost of -10)
Player B bids $8;   (cost of -8) 
Player C bids $6;   (cost of -6)

• Under VCG: Highest wins, pays second highest: $8;
Under non-VCG: (Pay your bid), A bids $10, pays $10;
                               (No payment),  A bids $10, pays none; 

• Under non-VCG, agents have incentive to lie about their bids in order to gain more utility. For 
example, A would be better of stating its bid as $9 for “Pay your bid”, or ∞ under no payment.

• Under VCG, A can never be better off if it lies about its bids. 
• The actual payment would be:

payment = [declare “cost” (uk)] + [cost without A (hk)] - [cost with A (V)]
                 = -10 + -8 - (-10) = -8. 
A pays -8, with utility of (10-8) = 2.



Problem Formulation

• The nodes are the strategic agents;
• Each As incurs a per-packet cost for carrying traffic which is the private 

information for each agent.
• The network is Biconnected, so there is no monopoly.
• Goal is to maximize the network efficiency by routing packet alongs the LCP.
• Takes in n AS numbers and constructs LCPs for all source-destination pairs.
• Compute the routes and payments with a distributed protocol based on BGP.
• Admitted Disadvantages:

• Per-packet costs are not the best model.
• LCP routing is not necessary the preferable routing policy.



Problem Formulation 
(continues)

• A network has a set of nodes N, n = |N|.

• A set L of bidirectional links between nodes in N.
• The network, called AS Graph, is biconnected, i.e, it’s connected and nonseparable. Failure 

of a link would not separates the network.

• For any two nodes i,k ∈ N, Tij is the traffic intensity (i.e, # of packets) being send from i to j.

• Node k incurs a transit costs ck for each transit packet it carries, which is also the private 
information for this node.

• Ck assumes to be independent of which neighbor k received the packet from and which 
neighbor the packet is send to.

• Each node k is given a payment pk to compensate it for carrying transit traffic. 

• Payment can depends on the traffic and network topology, but the only assumption is that 
nodes receive no payment if carrying no traffic.



Problem Formulation
(continues)

• Let Ik(c;i,j) be the indication function for LCP from i to j;
i.e  Ik(c;i,j) = 1 (k is a node on LCP from i to j)
                      0 (otherwise)
Note: Ii(c;i,j) = Ij(c;i,j) = 0.

• Total cost uk incurred by transit node k:
uk(c) = ck∑i,j ∈NTijIk(c;i,j)

• Total Cost to the society:
V(c) = ∑kuk(c).

• We want to minimize the total cost to the society, and it’s equivalent 
to minimizing, for every i,j ∈N, the cost of the path between i and j.



Problem Formulation
(continues)

• The only way we can assured of minimizing V(•) is for 
agents to inputs their true costs. And we must rely on 
pricing scheme to incentivize agents to do so.

• The mechanism must be strategyproof, i.e for all x
τk(c) > τk(c|kx), 
where c|kx = ci ( i ≠ k)
                         x ( i = k)



Pricing Mechanism
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4 The Pricing Mechanism

Recall that we assume we have a biconnected graph with a
routing algorithm that, when given a vector of declared costs
c, will produce a set of LCPs, breaking ties in an appropriate
manner; these paths are represented by the indicator functions
{Ik(c; i, j)}k!N . Furthermore, both the inputs and the out-
puts are distributed, i.e., neither ever resides at a single node
in the network. In this section, we derive the pricing scheme,
and, in Sections 5 and 6, we describe the distributed compu-
tation.

We require that the pricing mechanism be strategyproof
and that nodes that carry no transit traffic receive no payment.
We now show that these two conditions uniquely determine
the mechanism we must use. Moreover, we show that they
require that the payments take the form of a per-packet price
that depends on the source and destination; that is, the pay-
ments pk must be expressible as

pk =
!

i,j!N

Tijp
k
ij ,

where pk
ij is the per-packet price paid to node k for each tran-

sit packet it carries that is sent from node i destined for node
j.

Theorem 1 When routing picks lowest-cost paths, and the
network is biconnected, there is a unique strategyproof pric-
ing mechanism that gives no payment to nodes that carry no
transit traffic. The payments to transit nodes are of the form
pk =

"
i,j!N Tijpk

ij , where

pk
ij = ckIk(c; i, j) +

#
!

r!N

Ir(c|k!; i, j)cr "
!

r!N

Ir(c; i, j)cr

$
.

Proof. Consider a vector of costs c. Recall that our objective
functionV (c) =

"
k uk(c), and note that the routing function

{Ik(c; i, j)}k!N minimizes this quantity. A classic result due
to Green and Laffont [9] states that any strategyproof pricing
mechanism that minimizes a function of the form V (c) ="

k!N uk(c) (i.e., minimizes the total cost) must be a VCG
mechanism, with payments expressible as
pk = uk(c) " V (c) + hk(c"k),

where hk(·) is an arbitrary function of c"k. When ck = !,
we have Ik(c|k!; i, j) = 0, for all i, j (because the graph
is biconnected, and all other costs are finite); so (1) pk = 0,
because we require that payments be 0, and (2) uk(c) = 0.
Thus,
hk(c"k) = V (c|k!).

This, in turn, implies that
pk = V (c|k!) + uk(c) " V (c)

=
!

i,j!N

Tij

%
ckIk(c; i, j) +

!

r!N

Ir(c|k!; i, j)cr "
!

r!N

Ir(c; i, j)cr

&

=
!

i,j!N

Tijp
k
ij ,
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Fig. 1. Example AS graph from Section 4

where

pk
ij = ckIk(c; i, j) +

#
!

r!N

Ir(c|k!; i, j)cr "
!

r!N

Ir(c; i, j)cr

$
.

!
This mechanism belongs to the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves

(VCG) family [25,3,11]. It is in essence a node-centric, all-
pairs extension of the LCP mechanism studied by Nisan and
Ronen [16] and Hershberger and Suri [12]. There are several
aspects of this result that are worth noting. First, although
the payments could have taken any form and could have de-
pended arbitrarily on the traffic matrix, it turns out the pay-
ments are a sum of per-packet payments that do not depend on
the traffic matrix. Second, the prices pk

i,j are zero if the LCP
between i and j does not traverse k. Thus, these payments can
be computed, once one knows the prices, merely by counting
the packets as they enter the node. Third, although the costs
did not depend on the source and destination of the packet,
the prices do. Lastly, the payment to a node k for a packet
from i to j is determined by the cost of the LCP and the cost
of the lowest-cost path that does not pass through k. We use
the term k-avoiding path to refer to a path that does not pass
through node k.

For example, consider the AS graph in Figure 1, and sup-
pose the traffic consists of a single packet from X to Z . The
LCP is XBDZ , which has transit cost 3. How much should
AS D be paid? The lowest-cost D-avoiding path from X to
Z is XAZ , which has transit cost 5. Hence, Theorem 1 says
that D should be paid cD + [5 " 3] = 3. Similarly, AS B
is paid cB + [5 " 3] = 4. Note that the total payments to
nodes on the path is greater than the actual cost of the path.
A more extreme example of overcharging occurs in sending a
packet from Y to Z . The LCP is Y DZ , which has transit cost
1. However, the next best path is Y BXAZ which has cost 9,
and henceD’s payment for this packet is 1+[9"1] = 9, even
thoughD’s cost is still 1. We return to this issue of overcharg-
ing in Section 7. These examples also show why the network
must be biconnected; if it weren’t, the payment would be un-
defined.



What pricing Scheme Really 
says...

• Payment to agent k for carrying traffic from i to j = 
(1) 0 if k does not carry any traffic, otherwise
(2) payment = k’s declared cost + k’s helpfulness 
                      = k’s declared cost 
                         + (cost to the network without k) 
                          - (cost to the network with k)

• This is provably the only payment scheme that guarantees:
(1) optimal social welfare.
(2) truthful report of private information from agents.



Implementation

• By using the current BGP protocol to distribute information about the cost function in the 
network.

• To know the payment, we need to know the
(1) private information;
(2) cost to the network when routing through me; 
(3) cost to the network when routing through an alternative paths;

• (1) is obvious.
• (2) is computed by summing the information carried in the BGP header along its AS-path, 

and is stored in the BGP routing table.
• (3) can not be calculated immediately, but it can be estimated by keeping a upper bound 

and update this upper bound by the information carried in BGP headers, and have it 
converges to a stable correct value. 
- Big Assumption for this result: the network topology is static.



Implementation
(continues)

• Details of how this 
algorithm is derived 
is omitted here

• The key result is that 
the estimation is tight, 
and it converges to 
the correct LCP and 
prices after a certain 
number of rounds.
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and the cost of this path, c(i, j), where vs, vs!1, · · · , v0 are
the nodes on the LCP to j and c(i, j) =

!s
r=1 cvr .

Note that each node can infer from the routing tables it
receives from its neighbors whether a is its parent, child, or
neither in the tree T (j), for each neighbor a.

At the beginning of the computation, all the entries of p vr
ij

are set to!. Whenever any entry of this price array changes,
the array and the path P (c; i, j) are sent to all neighbors of i.
As long as the network is static, the entries decrease mono-
tonically as the computation progresses. If the network is dy-
namic, price computation (and, as explained above, conver-
gence) must start over whenever there is a route change.

When node i receives an updated price from a neighbor
a, it performs the following updates to its internal state.

• If a is i’s parent in T (j), then i scans the incoming array
and updates its own values if necessary:

pvr
ij = min(pvr

ij , pvr
aj) "r # s $ 1

• If a is a child of i in T (j), i updates its payment values
using

pvr
ij = min(pvr

ij , pvr
aj + ci + ca) "r # s

• If a is neither a parent nor a child, i first scans a’s up-
dated path to find the nearest common ancestor v t. Then
i performs the following updates:

"r # t pvr
ij =min(pvr

ij , pvr
aj + ca + c(a, j) $ c(i, j))

"r > t pvr
ij =min(pvr

ij , ck + ca + c(a, j) $ c(i, j))

The algorithm is summarized in Figure 3.

Correctness of the algorithm

Inequalities (2)-(5) can be used to show that the algorithm
never computes a value pk

ij that is too low. In order to show
that the pk

ij values will ultimately converge to their true val-
ues, we observe that, for every node s on P !k(c; i, j), the suf-
fix ofP!k(c; i, j) from s to j is eitherP (c; s, j) orP !k(c; s, j).
It follows that, in general, the path P !k(c; i, j) consists of a
sequence of nodes [vl, vl!1, ··, v1, um, um!1, ··, u1] such that,
for each ux, P (c; ux, j) is the suffix [ux, ux!1, ··, u1], and, for
each vy ,P!k(c; vy, j) is the suffix [vy , vy!1, ··, v1, um, um!1,
··, u1]. Note that, once the LCPs are computed, um will know
the correct P (c; um, j) and cost c(a, j). This informationwill
be sent to v1 in the next update message from um to v1; thus,
v1 will then be able to compute the correct P !k(c; v1, j) and
pk

v1j . Proceeding by induction on y, we can show that i will
ultimately have all the correct pk

ij values.
In fact, the preceding inductive argument shows that all

prices will be stable after d" stages, where d" is the maximum
over all i, j, k, of the number of nodes on P !k(c; i, j). In gen-
eral, d" can be much higher than the lowest-cost diameter d
of a graph. However, we don’t find that to be the case for the
current AS graph, as we explain in Section 7.

Initialize ()
{

/* Compute routes, initialize payments */
for each destination j

Compute P (c; i, j) and c(i, j)
[vs, vs!1, · · · , v1] = P (c; i, j)
for each node k on P (c; i, j)

pk
ij := !

}

Update
"
a, j, c(a, j), P (c; a, j), [pu1

aj , pu2
aj , · · · , pul

aj ]
#

{
/* Called when an UPDATE message */
/* for destination j is received */
/* from neighbor a. */
/* u1, u2, · · · ul are the transit nodes */
/* on the route P (c; a, j) from a to j */

modified := FALSE

if a is on P (c; i, j) /* parent */
/* ur = vr, for r = 1, 2, · · · l */
for each k in {v1, v2, · · · vl}

if pk
ij > pk

aj

pk
ij := pk

aj

modified := TRUE

else if i on P (c; a, j) /* child */
/* ur = vr, for r = 1, 2, · · · (l " 1) */
for each k in {v1, v2, · · · vl!1}

if pk
ij > pk

aj + ca + ci

pk
ij := pk

aj + ca + ci

modified := TRUE

else /*neither parent nor child*/
t := largest index such that ut = vt

for each k in {v1, v2, · · · vt}
if pk

ij > pk
aj + ca + c(a, j) " c(i, j)

pk
ij := pk

aj + ca + c(a, j) " c(i, j)
modified := TRUE

for each k in {vt+1 · · · vs}
if pk

ij > ck + ca + c(a, j) " c(i, j)
pk

ij := ck + ca + c(a, j) " c(i, j)
modified := TRUE

if modified = TRUE
/* Send UPDATE message to neighbors*/
for each neighbor b of i

send UPDATE
"
i, j, c(i, j), P (c; i, j),
[pv1

ij , pv2
ij , · · · , pvs

ij ]
#
to b

}

Fig. 3. Price-computation algorithm run by AS i



Discussion?

• Known issues to VCG mechanism.
• Over payment?
• Unrealistic assumptions made by author about the 

network.
• Does re-feedback fall into this theoretical category?


